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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
We acknowledge the Ngunnawal and Ngambri peoples, the traditional owners of
the ACT region, on whose lands we live and work and where Canberra Glassworks stands.
We pay respect to their Ancestors, Elders, leaders and artists past and present, and
recognise their ongoing connections to Culture and Country. We also extend our
acknowledgement to all First Nations peoples.
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purpose
Canberra Glassworks is Australia’s national centre for artists who work with glass, a
core cultural asset at the heart of the Kingston Arts Precinct, and a place where we
embrace experimentation, education and engagement

Principle activities
During the year the principal activities of the company were to:
•

Provide state of the art facilities in which glass artists were able to undertake their
artistic practice.

•

Support a residency program for visiting artists to utilise the facilities in order to
grow their expertise and practice.

•

Develop a program of curated exhibitions open to the public featuring exemplary
work of glass artists.

•

Provide a retail outlet for sale of art glass objects.

•

Enable learning and engagement with glass making processes through offering a
range of workshops to the general public.

•

Undertake commissions for bespoke objects.

•

Make studio spaces available for hire to glass artists.

During the year due to the Covid 19 pandemic, the Canberra Glassworks was closed
from 12 August until 18 October under ACT Government Public Health orders. All
staff worked from home during this period. From 18 October, the facility had a gradual
reopening with limited numbers permitted in the building. The shop reopened 29
October and workshops recommenced 4 December.
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GOALS & STRATEGIES 2020 - 2024
There are seven key goals and strategies across our business identified as critical to
achieving our purpose and vision over the next five years:

Practice

Perform at the highest level
in all that we do – from
education to exhibitions,
facilities to retail – improving
all aspects of industry,
stakeholder and public
engagement with
Canberra Glassworks.

Pathways

Recognise artists are at the heart of what we do
and create the pathways and potential for them to
develop sustainable careers and markets for their work
nationally and internationally.

Place

Acknowledge and celebrate the history of the
Kingston Power House, the Ngunnawal and Ngambri Peoples,
traditional custodians of the land on which it stands, and the
leading role Canberra Glassworks will play in the
Kingston Arts Precinct.
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Raise the bar in all that
we do from education
to exhibitions, facilities
to retail improving all
aspects of industry,
stakeholder and public
engagement with
the Glassworks.

Provision

Ensure our business model
improves sustainability,
organisational growth and
resilience and demonstrates
the considerable cultural,
social and economic value
we generate.

Build a better business
model for Glassworks to
improve sustainability,
organisational growth and
resilience and demonstrate
the considerable cultural,
social and economic value
we generate.

Profile

Canberra Glassworks is
recognised as a national
and international centre for
contemporary glass and
centre of choice for artists,
curators, collectors and
purchasers of glass art.

Make Canberra Glassworks
the recognised national
and international centre for
contemporary glass and
centre of choice for artists,
curators, collectors and
purchasers of glass art.

Participation

Increase levels of engagement with the unique experience of
the Glassworks across all audiences and communities.

People

Develop a staffing and governance structure that is
appropriate to the business and its resources, supporting
development opportunities for staff and artists alike and work
towards becoming an employer of choice.
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our team
Board of Directors

Board Advisors

Chair & Treasurer

Gary Rake

Spike Dean

Deputy Chair

Liz Neild OAM

Jeremy Lepisto (until Aug)

Secretary

Rebecca Edwards
Peter Baker
Kelli Cole
Katherine Nguyen
Anne-Marie Perret
Brendan Symth

Staff
Artistic Director

Julie Skate (until Sept)
Elizabeth Rogers (from Oct)
Aimee Frodsham

Technical Manager

Tom Rowney

Production &
Commissions Manager

Jacqueline Knight

Public Programs Manager

Frances Spurgin

Education & Community
Engagement Manager

Mary Kendall (until Jun)

Brand Manager

Rachel Byron (until Nov)

Finance Team

Pulkit Raichura (until Jul) Bobbie Zheng (until Feb)
Ofelia Cruz, (Jan – Apr) Hazel Lui (Jul – Dec)
Karen Green, Carman Skeehan, Megan Wilkinson

CEO

Visitor Experience
Technical Team
Administration Team
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Jon Ely, Georgena James (until Mar)
Gillian Anderson (from Jul)
Brooke McEachern, Marketing
Tegan Garnett, Artistic Programs (from Jul)
Iona Claringbold (from Jun)

Studio Artists
Annette Blair
Nick Doran Adams
Mel Douglas
Rose-Mary Faulkner
Hannah Gason
Nadina Geary
Jennifer Kemarre Martiniello
Peter Nilsson
Luna Ryan
Bronwyn Sargeson
Robert Schwartz
Madisyn Zabel

Volunteers
Elizabeth Casling
Trevor Lewis
Peter Nolan
Penelope St Chair

The completed refit of the Glassworks Shop.
Photograph by Pew Pew Studio.
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REPORT
FROM THE CHAIR
I am proud to commence this report by celebrating the resilience shown in our
community as we navigated second year of pandemic challenges. Across our city and
our nation, many people dug deeply to pull themselves through – and we have seen
that in the glass art community.
I also acknowledge, with sadness, that within our community some have lost family
and friends, some have lost incomes, and many have lost valuable creative time.
To everyone who experienced loss during this second year of interruption, I extend
thoughts of care and best wishes from the Canberra Glassworks community.
For our own work at the Canberra Glassworks, the public health measures that were
necessary for our human health, presented both financial and creative challenges.
We are, again, extremely grateful for the patience and forbearance of our employee
team and the financial certainty offered by our principal funding partners the ACT
Government through artsACT and the Australia Council for the Arts.
Despite the challenges and interruptions, Canberra Glassworks still achieved a lot
during 2021:
•

We completed a refit of our retail shop – enabling us to display more works, in a
customer-friendly environment and resulting in an immediate increase in sales (for
the benefit or artists and the Glassworks).

•

Our skilled team completed a commission for NSW Government House – creating
new commissioned our artists to produce new light fittings to match originals in the
heritage-listed public domain.

•

Despite the interruptions, we also presented three exhibitions, completed 14 special
commissions, supported seven artist residencies, maintained ten studios for hiring
artists, held 35 Workshops and still delivered 151 Make your Own sessions!

I thank my Board colleagues for their commitment, strength and wisdom. This was a
year where we needed to focus on bring our best.
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I acknowledge and thank Jeremy Lepisto, who stepped down as a Board Advisor in the
middle of the year. Jeremy always brought skilled and productive perspectives to our
discussions. I also thank Spike Dean for her continued service as a Board Advisor. Our
work as a Board is strengthened by her presence.
In 2021, we said goodbye to Julie Skate - our Chief Executive Officer since 2017. In
her time as CEO, Julie oversaw development of a new strategic plan, initiated new
partnerships and collaborations in the broader arts sector and successfully steered the
Canberra Glassworks through the first 18 months of the pandemic. There is much to
celebrate from the past four years, and we wish Julie the very best in her next pursuits.
In October we welcomed Elizabeth Rogers as our new CEO. Elizabeth has a long
career working within the arts sector- locally and across NSW. We look forward to all
stakeholders having the opportunity to meet Elizabeth.
It is important that I reiterate our gratitude for the ACT Government for their ongoing
financial to the Canberra Glassworks as a Key Arts Organisation. We recognise the
important responsibility that this places on us and we are committed to delivering
benefits for the Canberra community and supporting glass artists through our work.
I also thank the Australia Council for the Arts for the project funding that enables key
parts of our residency program. We hope to continue offering residencies into the
future – as a way to bring new artists and perspectives to glass and to support existing
glass artists extend their practice and creativity.
I would like to close this report with another thank you to the employee team at the
Canberra Glassworks. Your continued brilliance makes all the great stuff happen!

Gary Rake, Chair
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REPORT
FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Although 2021 had its challenges with the ever-present COVID-19 pandemic,
Canberra Glassworks was able to refocus its artistic vision and celebrate some
outstanding achievements. I whole-heartedly acknowledge the issues that faced
artists and the impact on their practices in 2021, especially around travel and having
limited or no access to studios. In terms of studio access at Canberra Glassworks, it
was increasingly important to find a balance between safety, fairness and economic
requirements for artists. They needed to feel safe, supported and able to earn income.
This was achieved through weekly communications, online meetings and inclusion in
decision making around reopening post-lockdown, an increase percentage for artist
commissions on retail sales, pausing studio rental fees and removing cancellation fees
and restrictions on hiring.
For the Canberra Glassworks program this meant a rescheduling of exhibitions and
residencies to give artists more time to make their work. While no exhibitions or
residencies were cancelled, several were moved into 2022/3 programs. As in 2020 the
exhibitions were all installed within the gallery and were seen by 68,835 visitors. With
exhibitions being reduced to three, resources were shifted into delivering commissions
and supporting residencies.
Newly acquired funding support from the Australia Council for the Arts helped the
residency program continue to grow from strength to strength. For the first time the
whole program was supported enabling seven artists in the production of new works.
This support included technical advice, assistance from skilled makers, learning
opportunities, access to equipment, material budgets and more flexible arrangements
around timing of residencies.
Artists were given the opportunity to come for several shorter periods over the year or to
come for an intensive period depending on their own personal circumstances. Allowing
more flexibility in this program meant artists could come and produce artworks without
added financial, employment or family responsibilities that might impact their ability
to apply for, or to take full advantage of the opportunity. This approach highlights the
commitment that artists are at the heart of the Canberra Glassworks program.
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The residency program is strategically linked to support other program areas. Megan
Cope’s residency enabled her to produce five series of works which were then shown
within the exhibition Unbroken Connections. Megan worked closely with Spike Deane,
Tom Rowney, Peter Nilsson and Rose-Mary Faulkner to produce this body of work.
Since the exhibition at Canberra Glassworks, these works have gone on to be shown at
the Redland Gallery in Queensland and the IMA Brisbane.
One of highlights of 2021 was working with Melbourne based artist Patricia Piccinini
on producing works for her exhibition A Miracle Constantly Repeated at Flinders Street
Station as part of the Rising Festival. This extraordinary exhibition has increased the
profile of glass as a material as well as providing a larger more diverse audience than
ever before. Working with Patricia was Ngaio Fitzpatrick, Annette Blair, Spike Deane,
Peter Nilsson, Jacqueline Knight, Tom Rowney, Emma-Kate Hart, Steven Cole, Mel
Douglas, Aimee Frodsham, Scott Chaseling, Belinda Toll, Bronwyn Sargeson, Nadina
Geary, Alexandra Chambers, Rob Schwartz, Nick Adams, Oscar Curtis, Hugo Curtis
and the staff of Canberra Glassworks.
Other important projects included a line of functional tableware for Melbourne
furniture company Jardan which provided artists at Canberra Glassworks with
an opportunity to grow their glass blowing skills. Led by the team of Katie-Anne
Houghton, Ben Edols, Brendan Scott French, Rob Schwartz and Annette Blair, who
worked with assistants Nadina Geary, Dylan McCracken, Nick Adams, Megan
Wilkinson, Alexandra Chambers, Peter Nilsson, Peter Nolan, Beth Lick, Kye Jones,
Hugo Curtis, Trevor Lewis and Elizabeth Casling.
To sum up 2021, it was a year of change that showcased the resilience and care that
was ever present within the Canberra Glassworks community, both in terms of the
production of high-quality artworks but also care for each other.

Aimee Frodsham, Artistic Director.
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the year at a glance
Programs and participation

68,835

3

visitors entered the Glassworks
with 59
attendees

... exhibitions
... online exhibition catalogues
... onsite artist talks

10

online artist talks with

205

247

particpants

1260

workshops
and tours

participants took part
in PublicPrograms

Artists and artwork

7

... artists shown in exhibition
... artists in residence
including 2 mentorships

12

artists used

10

Glassworks Studio Spaces

The Glassworks produced a total of...

472

Australian

&

30

55

artists on
consignment

international new works.

78
137
257

during residencies,
for exhibition,
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as commissions.

Final installation of the NSW Government House commission. Photograph by Ross Caddaye
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each month at a glance
March
8

January
4

Glassworks reopen
to hirers.

8

Online store is closed.

13

Glassworks reopens
to the public.

11

OPENING 5pm
The Redemption of
Colour.

17

25

Shop is closed for
renovations.

27

A pop up shop opens
on the Viewing Platorm
and foyer.

28

Artist Talk with AiR,
Madisyn Zabel.

February
9

2021 Exhibition
Program is released.

20

Make Your Own
sessions reopen to
the public.
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Glassworks community
celebrates Hannah
Gason and her
illuminated installation
at Parliament House
for International
Womens Day.
Glassworks hosts
LUMINOUS for the
2021 Enlighten Festival.

Sharing Koszicusko
Hut Association's
raffle of Holly Grace
artworks.

17

Artist Talk with AiR,
Ngaio Fitzpatrick.

22

Community
excursion to Harriet
Schwartzrock's
exhibition at the
National Portrait
Gallery.

29

COVID-19: Masks
become mandatory
for the ACT.

Intensive Professional
Workshop led by
Mel Douglas and
Kirstie Rea.

8 & Heritage: Reimagined
15
Tours are booked out as
part of Hertiage Week.
14

1

The newly renovated
shop is launched.

April
2-7

June

Launch of Glass Straws
as part of Glassworks
Production.

May
19

OPENING 5pm
Unbroken Connections

20

Volunteers Day.

July
1

2021 Kids Design
Competition:
Connections is live.

7

Megan Cope speaks
about her time at
Canberra Glassworks
on ABC's Art Works.

17

Unbroken Connections
Gallery Floor Talk.

August
6

12

SKEEHAN recieves
Award of Merit from
the Design Institute of
Australia for the design
of the Glassworks shop.
COVID-19: ACT
goes into lockdown.
Glassworks closes to
the public, artists
and staff.

September
7

Kiln'in it at Home online
community chat series
is launched.

10

Julie Skate's final day
as Glassworks CEO.

23

Kiln'in it at Home open
to the public with Local
Canberra designers
Tom Skeehan and
Emma Elizabeth.

December
November
2

6

18

Kiln'in it at Home open
to the public with with
Studio One Five.

15

COVID-19: Restrictions
ease and artists
return to work at the
Glassworks.

18

Elizabeth Rogers
commences as
Glassworks CEO.

27

COVID-19: Glassworks
foyer and gallery
reopen to the public.
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Koszicusko Hut
Association's raffle
of Holly Grace
artworks closes.
Kiln'in it at Home
open to the public
with JamFactory's
Kristel Britcher,
and Glassworks
Jacqueline Knight.

2022 Christmas
Campaign launches.

4

Creative Workshops
return since lockdown.

7

Extended Christmas
Trading Mon - Sun until
2pm Christmas Eve.

8

2022 Public Programs
live.

9

Kiln'in it at Home with
Patricia Piccinini and
Annette Blair.

15

Talk and celebration
with the ANU Glass
Graduates.

23

2022 Exhibition
Program live.

16

24

COVID-19: Full reopen
of the Glassworks
facility to the public.

Community Christmas
Picnic.

22

27

A Historic Lighting
Project video of the
Government
House Lampshade
commission live.

2021 Kids Design
Competition winning
design announced:
Bee Vase by Ivy,
aged 12.

23

Hotshop closed
from midday.

24

Shop closes for
Christmas shutdown at
2pm.

October
7

Community meet and
greet with Elizabeth
Rogers and the Board.

3

Local Canberra Tom SKEEHAN, Ray Collection. 2021, suspended light. Photograph by Brenton McGeachie.
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Exhibition program
The Redemption of Colour
Scott Chaseling
From architecture to fashion, has contemporary life become too monochrome?
Chaseling investigates our complex relationship with colour and what colour
symbolises today. By using transparent coloured glass in geometric formations, he
creates pieces that shift, change and evolve only through physically experiencing them
in person.
14 January to 11 April 2021

The Redemption of Colour Scott CHASELING, Sanctuary. 2020, glass, steel.
Photograph by Brenton McGeachie.
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Unbroken Connections
Megan Cope
Unbroken Connections is the exhibition resulting from Cope’s residency at Canberra
Glassworks in 2020 and 2021. During her residency, Cope worked with a variety of
techniques to produce a distinct body of work that includes shield forms made from
blown glass on which the artist used the ‘battuto’ technique to carve away the layers
and 250 dugong bones cast from recycled television screen glass.
Cope is a Quandamooka woman from Minjerribah (North Stradbroke Island) in South
East Queensland. In this exhibition the artist explored the ongoing connection her
People have had with the island for thousands of years and the unbroken connections
between country, family and nature.
20 May to 18 July 2021

Local Canberra // Local Design
Emma Elizabeth, Tom Fereday, Tom Skeehan, Andrew Simpson & Anna Varendorff
Curated by Emma Elizabeth
Local Canberra offered an opportunity to explore the present and future of design
through the work of five designers – Emma Elizabeth, Tom Fereday, Tom Skeehan,
Andrew Simpson and Anna Varendorff. It will acknowledge the importance of design
in today’s culture and recognise those designers whose talent, vision, and desire to
innovate, will set a standard for the future. The imagination, diversity, and techniques
on display will attest to the crucial role these five designers have in the ongoing
construction of cultural heritage.
29 July to 28 November

Gallery was closed 12 August to 29 October due to
ACT Public Health Orders for Covid 19.
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Unbroken Connections Megan COPE, The tide waits for no-one (detail). 2021, cast TV glass yungan/
dugong bones, minjerribah mineral sand, light box. Photograph by Brenton McGeachie.
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Annette BLAIR and Patricia PICCININI in the Hotshop. Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.
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residency program
Flux Mentorship Program
Annette Blair, NSW
"Receiving the mentorship allows me to access
years of experience via the generosity of my
mentors. It has allowed me time for research and
development in the making of new work and it has
given me valuable insight and new processes which
I will continue to draw from beyond the end of this
project.
1st December 2020 – 2022

Annette BLAIR in the Hotshop.
Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.

Art Group Creative Fellow
Mel Douglas, Australian Capital Territory
"My residency at Canberra Glassworks as Creative
fellow, will allow me to to develop a body work
which explores the potential, versatility and
flexibility of glass as a material for drawing.
Objects and drawings are often thought of as
two separate entities, my work will interweave the
creative possibilities of this liminal space, where the
form is not just a support for drawing: but a threedimensional drawing itself. By using the unique
qualities of the material, and the rich potential of
mark making on and with glass, I will use line as a
way to inform, define and enable three-dimensional
space”
1 February 2021 – 2022
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Mel DOUGLAS in the Coldshop.
Photograph by Pew Pew Studio.

Thomas Foundation
Mentorship (TFAiR)
Karena Keys, Australian Capital Territory
1 April 2021 - 2022

Artist in Residence (AiR)
Patricia Piccinini, VIC
1st March - 5th April 2021

Patricia PICCININI in the Engine Room.
Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.

Megan Cope, QLD/NSW/VIC
19 April - 3 May 2021

Ngaio Fitzpatrick, Australian Capital Territory
17th May - 20th June 2021
Megan COPE in the Cold Shop.
Jacqueline Bradley, Australian Capital Territory
19th July - 1st August and 18th November 2021 3 February 2022

Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.

Artist Talks
During 2021 there were 3 in person artist’s talks as
part of the exhibition program. In order to keep a
profile and engagement during lock down, a series
of on-line artists’ talks were delivered under the title
of Kiln’in it at Home.
3 exhibition talks - 59 attendees
10 online talks - 247 attendees
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Ngaio FITZPATRICK in the Engine
room. Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.

Jacqueline BRADLEY in the Hotshop. Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.
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public programs
Canberra Glassworks offers a number of opportunities for the broader community to
learn about the various methods of glass making within the facility. The number of
programs were reduced in 2021 due to the lockdown caused by the Covid pandemic.

Creative Workshops
Creative workshops are half day to two-day workshops of small groups lead by
professional glass artists. In 2021, the following 32 workshops were delivered:
2 x Beadmaking – Beginners
2 x Glass & Wood - Glass blowing
2 x Glass & Wood - Kiln Forming
8 x Glass Blowing – Beginners
2 x Glass Blowing – Continuing
8 x Glass Casting – Beginners
3 x Glass Casting - Pocket Friends
1 x Glass Engraving - Drawn on Glass
2 x Kiln forming – Beginners
1 x Silver & Glass: Handmade necklace & earrings
1 x Teen Glass blowing
Total attendence of 166 people.
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Make Your Own
The Make Your Own program offers the public the opportunity to create an object in
one-to-one sessions of 20 – 40 minutes working with a skilled glass artist while learning
some basic glassblowing techniques. In 2021, the following sessions were delivered:
88 x Make Your Own Vessel
95 x Make Your Own Paperweight or Bird
Total attendence of 183 people.

Professional workshops
An intensive development workshop for practicing artists wanting to expand their skills.
1 x Conduit: Building Connections with Mel Douglas and Kirstie Rea
Total attendence of 9 people.

Make Your Own session. Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.
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School Holiday Program Teen Glass Blowing. Photograph by Canberra Glassworks.
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School Holiday Program
Normally offered during the autumn, winter and spring ACT school holidays, this
program introduces the art of glass making. Due to the lockdown, there was no spring
program offered in 2021 and the following programs were delivered:
40 x Holiday tiles
4 x Casting
4 x Mosaic Making
1 x Teen Glass Blowing
4 x Create a Plate
Total attendence of 362 people.

Group Tours
In 2021, the following tours were delivered:
18 x Heritage Tours
17 x Adult Group Glassworks Tours
10 x School Group Glassworks Tours
1 x School Group Tour and Tile Making
Total attendence of 540 people.

1260 participants took part in the 2021 Public Programs.
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Jacqueline KNIGHT and Kye JONES packing the Jardan commission. Photograph by Pew Pew Studio.
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Commissions
Canberra Glassworks undertakes a number of commissions each year from small
repair jobs through to large scale fabrication of art works and commercial contracts for
limited edition bespoke glass objects.
Major projects delivered in 2021 included:
•

Handmade carafes, decanters, tumblers and flutes for high end homewares retailer,
Jardan.

•

Reproduction 19th century James Squire beer bottles for Kenny Films for use in a
TV commercial.

•

A prototype glass cube for architect, Jessica Spresser’s, successful competition entry
for the National Memorial for Victims and Survivors of Institutional
Child Sexual Abuse.

•

Reproduction of a series of 1950’s era lampshades as part of a historical restoration
for Government House, Sydney, that are now publicly displayed on the original 19th
century lamp posts along the entry lane to the building.

•

Creation of Grey Glass Figures for artist, Tim Silver, for the Windowless Worlds
exhibition at National Art Glass Gallery, Wagga Wagga.

•

Fabrication of designs by artist, Patricia Piccinini for her exhibition,
A Miracle Constantly Repeated, in the ballroom, Flinders St Station as part of the
Rising Festival, Melbourne.

•

Historical replication of hand-blown lampshades and flutes for
Old Parliament House ceiling light restoration project.

•

CarriageWorks and Canberra Glassworks collaborated with Yuwaalaraay artist
Lucy Simpson to produce a specific installation Galuma-Li for Bloomberg’s Sydney
office which was a unique partnership to facilitate their commitments described in
Bloomberg’s RAP.

•

Creation of 120 corporate gifts designed by Yuwaalaraay artist Lucy Simpson for
Bloomberg’s NADOIC week celebrations.

257 new Australia works were commissioned in 2021
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production
Canberra Glassworks produces its own products for sale in the shop and other outlets.
In house products are the Geo Series of jugs and tumblers, Continuum platters and
Heritage paper weights.
These are now stocked at The JamFactory, Adelaide and Canberra Airport and the
Canberra Glassworks Shop.

Continuum platters in the Glassworks Shop. Photograph by Brenton McGeachie.

Awards
In 2020, DJAS architects commissioned a glass atrium installation by
Harriet Schwarzrock for the new Department of Home Affairs building at 6 Chan St,
Belconnen which won the 2021 Pamille Berg Award for Art in Architecture.
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Harriet SCHWARZROCK Murmuration (detail) 2020. Photograph by Ross Caddaye.
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gallery shop
In 2019 Canberra Glassworks commissioned the Cultural Commerce Consultant to
undertake a review of the retail operations of the Company due to declining sales. The
key recommendations included:
•

Improving inventory management, stock selection, liaison with consignment artists
and managing and recording sales.

•

Sourcing and implementing a fit-for-purpose POS/inventory management system.

•

Improving reporting to management to provide a clearer picture of cost/sales ratios
and enabling informed decision making backed up by accurate data.

•

Reformatting the shop to remove visual barriers and increase the floor space to
enable optimal stock intensity to improve sales.

•

Improving signage and visual merchandising.

The Canberra Glassworks adopted all the recommendations in the report during 2020
including improving POS/inventory management. The final piece was the re-design of
the shop’s layout, display and accessibility. Delays were incurred due to the first Covid
lockdown in 2020.
By August 2020 SKEEHAN Studio was engaged to re-design the retail store aligned
with the recommendations contained in the Cultural Commerce Consultants Report.
By January 2021 the new designs were approved, and J Hunter Carpentry was
contracted to undertake the work which was completed 19 March.
Despite lower visitor numbers, the continued closure of the Old Bus Depot Markets
(a major driver of foot traffic on Sunday), uncertainties caused by the ongoing
pandemic, border closures and finally the ACT Lockdown causing a very difficult retail
environment, sales were only marginally less than the previous year. The Canberra
Glassworks shop is a vital source of revenue for the 55 artists whose work is sold
on consignment. The improvements undertaken during 2021 are expected to drive
increased visitation and revenue during 2022.
There were 68,835 visitors to the Canberra Glassworks in 2021.
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Awards
SKEEHAN Studio won the following awards
for their work on the Gallery Shop refit.
•

Award of Merit from the
Design Institute Australia

•

Shortlisted for the
Australian Interior Design Awards

•

Shortlisted for the
Interior Design Excellence Award (IDEA)

Meg WILKINSON, Shop Assistant, in the new Glassworks Shop. Photograph by Pew Pew Studio.
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Marketing + communications
With the refurbishment of the retail space Canberra
Glassworks strengthened is branding across all
mediums with new external banners, improved and
sharper signage and imagery. This has been reflected
in the increased numbers engaging across the social
media platforms, Facebook and Instagram, and
through the website. Overall, digital engagement
grew between 16% and 31% in comparison to 2020.

Social media followers

Instagram followers’ favourite Glassworks moments
from 2021 included Scott Chaseling’s exhibition,
The Redemption of Colour and posts about artists
Ngaio Fitzpatrick and Mel Douglas. This is based
upon the most liked, interacted and reached content.
It also demonstrates that recognisable and engaged
local artists in our glass community score far higher
than any other content. Influential non-glass artists
and designers in the Australian and Canberran
creative scene are the second most popular content
categories. These included the designers from
the exhibition, Local Canberra//Local Design, and
the collaboration with Chelsea Lemon. The most
popular Instagram post was of Patricia Piccinini,
during her residency at the Glassworks in March.

299,517page views

6703 Instagram
8465 Facebook
website
up by 31%

61,573 users
up by 30%

e-newsletter

16

What's Hot editions to the
general public

4358

What's Hot subscribers

On Facebook, followers demonstrated a similar
trend with the most popular post of the year for local
studio artist, Bronwyn Sargeson. However, unlike
Instagram, Facebook followers prefer more variety
in artist content, particularly around celebrations,
engagement opportunities and opportunities to
support.

22

New banners, a DL Flyer for ACT brochure rack
distribution and new post cards for the shop were
produced.

2
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Artist e-News editions to
hirers

704

Artist e-news subscribers

Invitations to exhibition
openings

facilities
The technical team run the critical ‘back end’ of the Glassworks ensuring that all
areas of the building are functioning smoothly for use by artists and visitors alike and
applying appropriate WH & S measures. As well as managing and maintaining the
facility and its equipment, they also assist the artistic and commissions programs by
fabricating bespoke exhibition and display components.
Major jobs managed by the technical team in 2021 included:
•

Managing the impact of the Covid closure on the building and equipment and
implementing Covid safety practices in all workshops and the Hot Shop including
building a new pipe warmer.

•

Trialling the possibility of recycling old television screens by melting a sample in
the furnace which was then blown or poured into moulds to evaluate the quality of
the glass. Further research on this will be undertaken in 2022 with the support of a
successful RISE application from the Australian Government, Office of the Arts.

•

Overseeing the restoration and repair of the public artwork, Touching Lightly, by
Warren Langley, the glass tower installed on the historical smokestack base to
reimagine the original Powerhouse chimney and to signify its repurposing as a
creative glass making facility.

•

Overseeing the desalination of the brick walls on the Smokestack exhibition space.

•

Overseeing the replacement of the kitchen extraction system for the restaurant
tenants, Brodburger.

•

Replacing the sludge recovery system that ensures waste production from glass
making does not enter Canberra’s waterways.
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11 Wentworth Ave
Kingston ACT 2604
Open Wed - Sun
10am to 4pm

Contact us
T 02 6260 7005
E contactus@canberraglassworks.com
W canberraglassworks.com
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